
Event mins Learning Area Desired Behaviour
To SUCCEED you must . . .

Failure Point
To FAIL you must . . .

Situation/Context (for DIAGNOSTIC) Other Comments Event type James's eyes only

10 mins INTRO Phase label
20 mins AV sequence. Musical Sting. General views of Leigh Peller. Full screen stills (small zoom in?) + music. This is how we handle 

Day&Location changes and signal progress. (like the shot of building 
exterior in a sitcom)

 STINGLE

30 mins  You are a Recruitment Consultant at LEIGH PELLER, recently hired for your ability to 
drum up new business and grow major accounts. Your boss, JOHN, the Sales 

Manager?, has a loose end that needs tying up . . .

Setup

40 mins "I know you'll spend most of this morning just getting up to speed with the operation, but 
here's a little lead to break you in gently. I got a call Friday from a . . . (reading) Carly 

Brickman. Project Leader at "ShrooberWorld" – ya know, the Net gardening thing out at 
xxxx?  Reckons she needs a couple of xxxxx for some . . . thing they've got on. I 

placed her there last year – xxxxx, six months to perm. Now she's in the hiring seat 
and she wants me to know about it. Sweet. Anyway, (bored) I asked for a detailed job 

spec' and package. She said she'd fax something over. She didn't. And that's it. Since 
the merger, short-contract's not really our business but apparently ShrubberWorld's 

going places and that means people so . . . give her a call, see what's there, and if you 
have to let her down, be nice. "

In your PDA, your DIARY keeps track of what day it is, what happened 
each day and what visits you have booked in.

Inciting Incident

50 mins ONE-OFF RESEARCH
60 mins Coach introduces himself: "In this Diagnostic I'll just watch to see how you get on. Later I'll 

give you some feedback, highlight areas to work on and introduce you to the tools and 
theory that will help you Create Customer Value more effectively)

"Let me show you round. Your Diary keeps track of what day it is and what you've 
achieved. Of course, this is ACCELERATED EXPERIENCE so time'll really fly by if you 

make good progress. You may want to do a bit of research and make a few notes in 
your PDA, before calling the client. " Exit Coach.

Choose from the titles of files, periodicals, newspaper archives, magazine articles etc. 
Enter keywords in a search engine.  

Researching via Lucia-type searches.

PDA Notes section allows you to summarise right or wrong conclusions.
Should be suitable for assessing existing accounts as well as new ones.

(Relationship between this tool and the "Value Opportunity Planner" coming 
up?)

Player is free to call the client contacts at any time during this (VideoPhone). 
See event 390.

Exposition

70 mins Research Your Company Understand your company's implied or explicit "Value Proposition" to 
the segment in question, in terms of Capabilities, Impacts and 

Costs

Leave the Value Proposition vague and implied. Leigh Peller's talented and well-connected agents and consultants can understand your 
requirments and find the right person, faster and better. That's why we cost more." (ie. 

the human / consultative touch)
80 mins Research Competition Understand your COMPETITORS' Value Proposition Ignore competition. MEGARECRUIT's international database systems stores up-to-date information on over 

1 million top-calibre personnel, indexed and sorted to your precise needs, giving you a 
wider choice of more suitable candidates at the touch of a button. For a one-off setup 

fee and modest monthly subscription. (ie. techno / transactional approach)

90 mins GREYTRACK's established presence and reputation make us the traditional choice for all 
your personnel needs. We have close ties to the local community and can help with 

any requirement from a tea-lady to a CEO! (ie. stuck in the middle)

110 mins Compare your company's market positioning to that of the 
competition.

Don't compare your positioning with the competitionLeigh Peller's relative strengths and weaknesses are . . . Data Items you've seen enable multiple-choice observations in your PDA 
notes section. Choosing these enables new questions and multiple-choice 

conclusions. Cf. Strategy issue-tree.

120 mins PER CLIENT RESEARCH
130 mins Research your Client Digest available background information such as What They Do, 

and Who's Who
Wait until you meet the client before you ask 

background questions
ShrubberWorld are a web-based retailer of everything for the Garden. Their gimmick is 

keeping a virtual model of each customer's garden on their computer system. They 
started off as an independent garden centre who stumbled across the power of the 

web and were one of the first companies to offer practical web-based retailing. The 
founders' story. Org Chart. On file: ShrubberWorld hires HR Director. Carly Brickman's file.

Distractors have little content and mark you down. When you open each, 
the relevant passages are highlighted and read out. We are not testing 

users ability to trawl through pages and read off the screen - Just to go to 
the right sources and make sensible observations.

Preparation. Gathering Tools.

140 mins Understand your client's Value Chain Take an external-only view of your client's businessObviously very dependent on IT for online catalogue, order-taking and the garden 
modelling gimmick. Distribution is via a franchise-type agreement with local independent 

garden centers who install a web-point instore and fulfill orders to quality-controlled 
standards using a standardised product range and co-branded ShrubberWorld 

branded mini-vans. Managing the customer and partner relationships as well as all that 
technology is a unusual mix of science and soft skills – just like gardening.

150 mins Identify your client's Key Success Points (in the Value Chain)Attach equal weight to all client problems/opportunites.??

160 mins Speculate your Client's PERCEPTION of your performance at key 
criteria relative to the competition. DRAFT VALUE MAP.

Assume the client's Point-of-View is the same as yoursThey see LEIGH PELLER as fancy/expensive consultants. They are not aware of their 
specialisation in the IT sector. Nor their capability to recruit candidates.

Draft Value Map is only a wild speculation until we can meet the customer 
and find out what they really think. The exercise reminds us that 

"Perception is reality" hur hur. And that we shouldn't ever make 
ASSUMPTIONS about the client's POV. 

170 mins Ignore the client's perspective
180 mins Research your Client's situationUnderstand trends and issues facing your client's industry Accept an out-of-date, non-dynamic view of your client's 

industry
Trends facing web-based retailers are . . . xxx

A non-dynamic view would be: "Yeah. Yeah. It's all a fad. They'll be swallowed up by one 
of the big players and we'll all go back to normal."

190 mins Compare your client to industry norms. Assume your client fits a stereotype ShrubberWorld's desire to integrate online and traditional retailing makes them different. 
They will need to synthesize expertise from both fields.

200 mins Consider your client's strategic situation React to client's current situation. Assume they will carry 
on as they are now.

ShrubberWorld
– are struggling to expand fast enough after an organic start

- are showing signs of the founding management team and organization structure 
being unsuitable for the increased size of organization (what signs?)

- are recruiting in a disorganised way eg. advertising willy-nilly

210 mins National retailer, TerraFirma, is copying ShrubberWorld's formula. (ShrubberWorld 
acknowledges this in a running campaign on their site. cf. British Airways vs. EasyJet or 

Virgin) The fact is, TerraFirma is winning. Speculation that CEO, Arnold Shrubber, will borrow 
his way out of trouble by financing international expansion and licensing the brand for 

non-gardening spin-offs - eg. outdoor clothing and camping equipment. He believes 
ShrubberWorld's strength lies in the integration of online and traditional retailing. Maybe will 

take over more of the garden centers themselves and develop them as garden 
experience centers. Move into other outlets such as gift plants and flowers via 

boutiques in airports and shopping malls, using their IT for EPOS stock-control and 
fulfillment, like a web-based InterFlora.

ShrubberWorld's systems were not designed for the weight of use they're 
now getting. A major overhaul is underway but the transition makes them 

vulnerable. Their users are by definition a bit nutty. They complain bitterly 
about delays and errors. 

A malfunctioning virtual garden could make an embarassing press story.
With the systems transition, a number of new features are planned and 

there is an opportunity for a splashy Re-Launch to coincide  with 
TerraFirma's launch and ShrubberWorld's (almost) 10th birthday. Some work 

was done on this. However, no-one feels very confident about it, given the 
slow progress, and plans have been put on ice.

220 mins
230 mins VALUE HYPOTHESIS Develop a VALUE HYPOTHESIS ("VH") in terms of . . .

V
V
V

Go in without pre-thought. Plan to just "wing-it". ShrubberWorld is growing very quickly from an organic start, in a sector where skilled 
personnel are hard to find. We could help them to organize this growth and find 

excellent IT managers (and other managers?). This would remove Recruitment as a 
barrier to strategic growth. Our fees are higher than average, but we're better.

Additional thoughts: We could offer HR services (like xxxx) on an ongoing basis.

240 mins Research but don't analyze
250 mins Analyze but don't summarize
260 mins Leave it VAGUE
270 mins . . . CAPABILITIES: what your product/service can DO, what 

problems it can solve and what opportunities it can exploit
Focus only on technical specifications, unapplied

280 mins Ignore what the product has achieved historically

290 mins Ignore what the product COULD achieve, but hasn't yet

300 mins . . . IMPACT: the difference the product could make to your client's 
BUSINESS

Offer a benefit that has little or no impact on the 
customer's business

310 mins Overlook a trivial capability that may have a large Impact

320 mins . . . COSTS: Price + the cost of implementing and using the 
product/service

Overlook costs of implementing and using the product

330 mins Omit or downplay the COST element
340 mins The VH should be COMPELLING for this client . . . Offer IRRELEVANT or INSUFFICIENT value
350 mins . . . . And BELIEVABLE . . . Offer TOO MUCH value? Offer EVERYTHING to 

everyone.
360 mins . . . . And DO-ABLE. Develop a VH that is compelling and believable to the 

client but not supported by the FACTS

370 mins The VH should be consistent with the Value Proposition . . .Contradict the Value Proposition

380 mins . . . And extends it . . . Offer the usual Value Proposition unimproved. 
("Communicating" existing value). 

390 mins Satisfying more needs
400 mins Satisfying more important needs
410 mins Better
420 mins Cheaper
430 mins With added Salesperson value (advice, planning etc) Add nothing
440 mins Expand and change VH as new data comes in Get wedded to original VH and don't evolve it

450 mins When player tries to call the client, or after X minutes, JOHN enters with the TRANSAX file 
– "probably your juiciest account". And MOBITECH, the nuclear power plant – "Much 

more like hard work". Have you called ShrubberWorld yet? Player: No. I thought I'd look 
them up first. JOHN: Keen bean, eh. Well what did you find? Dialogue draws out Value 

Hypothesis. John: OK. Sounds interesting. Transax like a bit of face-time but it's normally 
just the same old xxxx. They'll keep for a week. Tomorrow, give ShrubberWorld a call. 

See what you can "dig up".

If Value Hypothesis is inadequate, you are embarrassed and admonished. 
JOHN asks for more research.

First Trial: Leaving

460 mins ENTRY STRATEGY
470 mins Entry Strategy/Buyer Roles Identify who may be the key decision maker (Center of Power, 

"CoP")
CEO, Arnold Shrubber Leigh Peller's Offices. Videophone. Late Afternoon. 2nd Trial: GateKeeper

480 mins Identify who may OWN this problem/opportunity (Center of 
Dissatisfaction, "CoD")

The Technical Director, Steve Gurniak

490 mins Identify who may be RECEPTIVE to your approach, and be able to 
give Information and Access to others (Center of Receptivity, 

"CoR")

The Project leader (and Leigh Peller placee), Carly Brickman

500 mins Choose whom to CALL Approach CoP too early CoP takes your call but is angered by your unpreparedness.
510 mins Approach CoD too early CoD is too busy and hates pushy salespeople.
520 mins Spend too long Researching
530 mins Approach Center of Receptivity CoR is happy to meet you. (She wants to pick your brains on how to find programmers 

and how much to pay them).
You set up a meeting for the next day.

540 mins AWARENESS OF NEEDS 1 - INFORMATION & ACCESS  – The Center of Receptivity takes you to someone with a NEED/Dissatisfaction Phase label
950 mins Chance to go to HR Director if you haven't already >>

960 mins AWARENESS OF NEEDS 3 – VALUE PROPOSAL – You and CoD refine the Value Hypothesis into a form you can SHARE with the Center of Power and stakeholders
970 mins Rehearse CoD Agree quantified Pain & Gain with CoD Proceed with differing ideas eg. Underestimate or Over-estimate impact Approaching the Cave
980 mins Ensure CoD fully understands the logic of the Value ProposalProceed with confused CoD The CoD thinks the core of the sale is hiring programmers now and maybe some higher-

up people later.
You must make him see that the Tactical deadlines will be missed unless Leigh Peller 

helps analyse work flows, unbundle his role, and recruit a couple more experienced 
managers in double-quick time. And help with HR services such as XXX?

Value Proposition:
Need, Pain & Gain : Capabilties, Impacts

Costs

990 mins PREPARE CoD to communicate Value Proposal and assessment 
of alternatives solo if necessary. (inc. materials)

CoD UNPREPARED Necessary equipment/materials are . . . Xxx.

1000 mins Agree to meet the CoP TOGETHER There is some confusion about who is going the meeting. The CoD thinks he booked 
the time for you to go in alone. He's got work to do. 

You say it's vital the ideas come from him. So he says he'll cancel and catch the CoP 
after work, just the two of them.

You insist he comes now, so you can support each other.
1010 mins Chance to invite the Human Resources Director (HRD)
1020 mins AWARENESS OF NEEDS 4 – CoP hears Value Proposal, and Commits to Change Phase label
1030 mins AV sequence. Musical Sting. General views of ShrubberWorld. Open-plan area featuring 

CEO's meeting room area. Door closed. Sign: "Meeting . . . in progress"
CoP and his meeting room are INTIMIDATING.  STINGLE Inner Cave

1040 mins Propose to CoP Meet CoP                   scenarios: 1) YOU + CoD PREPARED. Correct Value Proposal: Leigh Peller can conduct an organizational review, recruit 
excellent new managers as required and take over some of ShrubberWorld's HR 

function. This will solve Individual, Political and Tactical problems and remove 
Recruitment/HR Management as a barrier to Strategic growth. Our fees are higher than 

average, but we're better. (potential 100%)

Need/Pain&Gain = Most of the "staff" are contractors/perma-temps. The 
advantage of variable overheads is no longer relevant. ShrubberWorld's 

continual growth means there is ALWAYS loads of work and projects 
suffers from the peripatetic people it has invested in –  disappearing to work 

on other projects, overtime, confidentiality etc.
NOW is the time to solve this problem/exploit and opportunity.

HR Capability = To persuade a substantial number of the perma-temps to 
go on the PAY-ROLL/(1 yr Contracts?). We know these people, we can 

put together a PACKAGE that suits you, and that they will go for. And if they 
don't go for it, we know OTHER PEOPLE who will.

The PACKAGE will need to be fairly enlightened in terms of guaranteed base 
salary + bonuses + share options + health benefits + phone + special 

facilities at work for full-timers eg. serviced apartments, gym, games-room 
etc.

1050 mins 2) YOU + CoD UNPREPARED CoD fluffs a bit, but you can fill in for him. (potential 70%) Show how the CEO takes the Strategic perspective. What worked with the CoDwon't work here. Realization: You need to be more 
strategic.

1060 mins 3) CoD PREPARED SOLO CoD does a good job. Uses your materials/exhibits. Some interesting feedback about 
you. Couple of points would have benefitted from your presence. (%80)

1070 mins 4) CoD UNPREPARED SOLO CoD gets the Proposal WRONG: "Leigh Peller will help find some programmers. They'd 
also like to hire us some managers – to help me as Technical Director, except I don't 

want to be Technical Director any more. I want to be Vice President of Engineering. That 
would help us get through this current Crunch – although I suppose it would slow us 

down at first. The HR Director loves Leigh Peller and wants to outsource lots of the HR 
function to them. Some say Leigh Peller is expensive but I say you get what you pay 

for. Costs isn't my area. I'm just trying to get the job done." (20%)

1080 mins 5) YOU SOLO You get the Proposal right (+20%), but it's lacking support and colour from the CoD. 
Enables event CUT SCENE PT 1 below.

Only CoP onscreen, talking to you.

1090 mins Centre of Power Obtain commitment to change (CoD + CoP) Design a solution with the CoD, without authority in principle 
to proceed

CoP agrees the Need and the Pain/Gain. 
CoP agrees that Leigh Peller MAY be able to help.

Asks player to work with the Technical Director, HR Director and other stakeholders to 
draft a proposed solution. 

1100 mins WATERCOOLER SCENE PT1: (enabled if CoD didn't attend meeting) Brief conversation 
where CoD's performance is dictated by PREPARED/UNPREPARED attribute.

1110 mins WATERCOOLER SCENE PT2: CoP agrees they should work with Leigh Peller's on 
designing a solution, but says he will ask the HR Director tp set up meetings with 

representatives of two other consultancies/agencies to compare their services.

CoP comments driven by % score, eg. "Despite a rather poor explanation, 
I can see you're onto something."

1120 mins ASSESS ALTERNATIVES 1  – with CoD, CoP and stakeholders, you explore how well your offering could satisfy their Needs
1130 mins HRD is there whether you invited her or not. (friendly + or -)

CoP invited her. 
1140 mins Buyers’ Value CRITERIA Ellicit ranked criteria. Assume you already know the criteria. Player has option to say ‘I know what’s important to you’. Decision criteria for choosing a Recruitment Agency / HR Consultancy (not 

recruits) as per CriteriaSheet: IT-specific, speed, fee basis, Global 
presence, ETC. 

1150 mins Help client to understand what their criteria are Proceed with vague criteria or none at all.
1160 mins Help unbundle complex criteria Proceed with complex criteria Fees. The % placement fee is well understood. Is 15% cheaper than 20%?  What if a 

candidate leaves during probabation? What if a short contract goes permananent ETC.

1170 mins Identify trade-offs. Proceed with contradictory criteria young AND highly experienced, or cheap AND highly experienced.or full service and 
specialist, or all industries and sector expertise etc

1180 mins Identify criteria per person Assume everyone has the same criteria:  2 ways – 
that (FoR, FoD,FoD) or all those with same role e.g. 

Directors, Mgr. R&D, Dir. of Training etc. have same 
criteria. 

Player conversations with characters should reveal their different criteria. Different particpants attach different weight to each, as per CriteriaSheet

1190 mins Understand PRICE is a criterion. Not mention price and discuss it at the end. Leigh Peller work on a standard non-negotiable fee-basis. It should be handled as a 
buiying criterion like any other.

With CCV techniques, you improve the benefits received and reduce the 
costs of ownership, so you NEVER have to "drop your trousers". 

You may be able to extract a HIGHER price, but NEGOTIATION COPILOT 
is whole different course.

1200 mins Discuss Price frankly and openly Don't mention price, then try to sneak it in later.

1210 mins Understand COST OF OWNERSHIP is a criterion. 
1220 mins Reduce Cost of Ownership
1230 mins De-emphasize fee-basis as a criterion Focus the process around fee basis Cost/fee-basis starts as most important criterion but is de-emphasized when you 

remind client of proportionally-much-larger quantified Pain/Gain associated with criteria like 
speed and quality of candidate.

1240 mins Stay up with changes in criteria. Work to original criteria (eg. Fee-basis) after client has 
changed outlook. Fail to identify indications that 

characters’ criteria are changing as they receive more 
information. 

1250 mins Keep your eyes open for Needs still arising (latent needs) Don't dig for latent needs. Becomes clear that Technical Director isn't a people person and secretly hates 
interviewing.  Leigh Peller can help by conducting first round interviews themselves and 

drafting an interview checksheet for later 
1260 mins Making Value MEASURABLE Identify a hard measurement for each criteria Fail to quantify.

Believe criterion appears ‘hard’ and everyone ‘knows’ 
definition – but in reality people have different definitions. 

Realization: HRD knows a lot about your industry (she used to BE a 
Recruitment Consultant?).

And the CEO,  is MUCH sharper than you maybe expected a laid-back 
long-haired Californian gardener to be.

1270 mins Suggest hard, isolatable measurements to be used Suggest hard-to-understand or hard-to-believe 
measures. Or measures that make you look bad.

Player tries to gloss over internet/database solutions when they could quantify 
something valuable – e.g. the time and effort involved in filtering candidates.

1280 mins Identify Alternatives Identify what the Alternatives are. Who the competition is, and how 
they position themselves to your client, including the alternative of 

doing nothing or of using in-house resources.

Ignore competition. Fail to understand what the 
alternatives are.

Backed up by your original research. You'll suffer here if you didn't do enough.

1290 mins Ellicit client's perception of YOUR COMPANY's performanceAssume client's performance rating is the same as your 
own, or the same as all clients.

Eg.  . . .xxx   vs  xxxx.

1300 mins Elicit client's perception of the performance of each of the 
ALTERNATIVES. (competition et al)

You ask about their view of the COMPETITION. They get CAGEY (because they 
haven't met them yet)

CoD is neutral – happy enough with you as anyone.
CEO has a hunch that the competion could be more suitable. And wants 

to compare them on principle.
HRD is happy for new emphasis on HR but would like to continue with 

someone who didn't know the "old" her.
1310 mins Accidentally PROMOTE competition. The CoP asks a couple of hard-to-answer questions, leaving you looking duff. CoD 

accidentally hints that they may use "CAREERPATH" that we haven't heard of. HRD 
(cockier now): "We have other agents to meet"

> LOW POINT <

1320 mins OFFICE DAY Phase label
1330 mins AV sequence. Musical Sting. General views of Leigh Peller (exterior).  STINGLE
1340 mins Establish Relative Positioning Chance to do MORE RESEARCH and make MORE NOTES
1350 mins Summarise client's perception of your performance relative to the 

average
Summarise client's perception of your COMPETITION's 

performance relative to the average

Pre-cursor to VALUE MAP tool

1360 mins Accurately assess gap (awareness of client rating vs. your rating) 
and use to prioritize issues 

1370 mins Prioritize accounts JOHN sends you to TRANSAX, a big insurance firm that keeps a lot of clerks, 
secretaries, VDU operators and technicians, xxxx, on rolling temporary contracts via 

Leigh Peller. + Graduate processing? + Pay-roll? With moderate turnover of personnel 
each month. It's a big-money account. Every month the agent goes down there to sit 

with the HR Director. But there's nothing much you can do to CREATE VALUE in what is 
basically a transactional process. 

Transax Buyer: "yep. same as last month. Nice to see you. No  . . . don't speak. I've 
got a meeting I need to get to – you know, WORK comes first."

If you've got any sense, you'll leave as fast as you can.

1380 mins You get back to a message from the CoD asking for a meeting the next day, early. 
Just for half an hour. Sounds like he's got bad news he wants to give you in person.

1390 mins Research support for Differentiation / Marshall Resources RESEARCH and CALLS
Who are Careerpath? You finally track them down with an internet search (ie. They're 

not in last year's Recruiter's Director. Most other publications and data are East Coast 
specific). Careerpath.com are an internet-based recruit-finder service. Employers pay 

to advertise. Candidates subscribe to a pdf newsletter which arrives weekly by email. 
Now you must find more data to help you DIFFERENTIATE.

And something extra (Marshalling resources) that you can offer ShrubberWorld.
By the time you finish, everyone else has gone home and it's dark outside.

1420 mins ASSESS ALTERNATIVES 2 – You need to DIFFERENTIATE your offering from the competition Phase label
1430 mins AV sequence. Musical Sting. General views of ShrubberWorld ending on CEO's meeting 

room door – Meeting . . . in progress.
 STINGLE

1440 mins Differentiate Elicit client's perception of the performance of each of the 
ALTERNATIVES. (competition et al)

 Overlook a competitor's strength. Ask you for your ideas on the new structure and roles. Seems they want to take 
YOUR idea for free, and get another agency to do the recruiting. Now the heat is on.

You must put them straight on why Leigh Peller is the best solution – the only REAL 
solution – for their needs.

1450 mins One of the competition is much better than us at important criterion XXX.

1460 mins Underestimate the appeal of doing nothing. Motivation for doing nothing (other than the avoidance of RISK) is . . . .xxx. Incentives for doing nothing?

1470 mins Player can keep focusing on Leigh Peller’s links into IT sector, where this is already well 
accepted by the client. Player can offer to HR Director to outsource HR entirely! There 

may be a gap in Leigh Peller’s perception of its professional integrity and what the client 
expects to experience. E.g. client fear that agencies condone ‘job hopping’ as this 

creates new fees. This gives opportunity to make client aware of Leigh Peller’s own code 
of conduct and its value to client. 

1480 mins Emphasise Value Winner Leave unquantifed and vague an area we are good at.Leigh Peller's placements tend to stay put and do good work. And their HR services 
have saved clients money. The client knows this - vaguely - but don't leave it at that. 

Collate specific testimonials and introduce hard measures (longevity of placement) for 
comparison with rival Agencies. Player may fail to emphasize their difference v the 1490 mins Neutralise Value Killer: diminish importance or improve performanceSuffer comparisons with the competition in an area we 

are bad at. Offer improved performance that can't be 
delivered.

Neutralize criterion XXX. Leigh Peller is a young company. Play this down. And point out 
the collective experience of the individuals. client points out Leigh Peller has not been in 

business many years. Player can fail by countering with e.g. ‘But we’ve got a global 
network) or with ‘But we’ve done 4,000 placements’.   Best choice is to ask ‘Why does X 

years in business matter to you?’.
client’s response – experience, longevity = ability to find best people.   Player has 

options to fail by responding to the Internet comparison saying ‘We have a global 
network, too’, or to choose correctly ‘ What does it offer you that you want’.  Then 

leading client to see the Internet offer doesn’t meet their real need criteria – i.e. doesn’t 
vet/check references etc. and will create large internal workload.1500 mins Only offer improved performance where you're sure it's achievableRaise importance of a criterion and then fail at it In dealing with a cost question, player may have option to point out success fee basis. 

This would be a mistake as they should have noted this is offered to clients whose 
accounts generate a minimum number of placements per year. 

1510 mins Waken Value Sleeper. Raise its importance. Allow client to dismiss as unimportant an area we are 
good at. 

Player can choose or miss the option to pick up on the value of the client’s time saved 
by using Leigh Peller. (No-one appreciates the value of Leigh Peller's global network until 

the player makes the link with international expansion. (client had assumed they would 
deal with local agencies). 

1520 mins Ignore unimportant/low-performance criteria Discuss something unimportant that we are bad atThe client doesn't really care where Leigh Peller's office are, and they happen to be 
somehwere nasty. So don't mention it.

1530 mins Equip your contacts to explain the Assessment of AlternativesNo leave-behind. No concept checking.

1540 mins CoD (and HR Director? And CoP?) agree that Leigh Peller offers the best Solution: to 
conduct an organizational review, recruit excellent new managers as required and take 

over some of ShrubberWorld's HR function. But they don't commit.  They say they'll call 
you.  (They'll table it at Tuesday's Board Meeting??)

The Board is a stakeholder.

1550 mins STALLED CYCLE – Account stalls because risk is felt Phase label
1560 mins AV sequence. Music Sting. Views of Leigh Peller.  STINGLE
1570 mins Maintain contact. Monitor progress of decision-making process. 

Recognise when the decision-making process is stalled
No contact. Assume everything's going fine. Pursue 

new leads.
Do you call your ShrubberWorld contacts or carry on with other business? Each 

completed call or dabbled Sub-Plot unlocks a NEW DAY, and another Sub-Plot. (so you're 
likely to end up with more than one distracting thing to do). You can keep calling the CoR, 

CoD and CoP all week. They will variously not take your calls, promise to call you back, or 
stall. You can discuss fee-basis, perceived performance, possible alternative suppliers, 

or Carly's programmers, with no progress.

CoD is your best Ally at this point. He's worried the whole idea is becoming a 
bit HYPOTHETICAL in the hands of the HRD and CEO. 

1580 mins In later calls with the CoD, you can pick up on hints of RISK felt: "We had a Board 
Meeting. We like your proposal, obviously this is something we need to look at. It's just . . 

. well this deadline's so important. Maybe after the summer, when things have calmed 
down a bit." 

If you recognise RISK and offer to alleviate it – "You know there are things we can do to 
make the transition easier and safer for you" – you unlock a meeting with the CoD and 

go directly to the NEXT WEEK.

If you don't pick up on this, we will mark you down, and you'll get to.

You: "Why don't I come in for a chat?". CoD:"OK". Whip-pan & sfx. Title: 
"Week3" And suddenly you're there. > >

1590 mins Mobitech Sub-Plot AV sequence. JOHN sends you to Mobitech. Mobitech Buyer: "Phew. Where to start. 
We have a lot of Needs. Some of which we haven't even looked at. And I'm sure you 

have a lot of Capabilities. Not that we really know what you do yet. All I know is, 
Recruitment and HR is a crucial crucial issue for us – not just internally, but for the future 

of the whole company. I'm on holiday as from tomorrow – two weeks – but when I get 
back, oh yes . . .

1600 mins Programmers & CVs Sub-Plot Carly's programmers are placed. Preliminary search for management candidates 
arrives. You can read the CVs of good-looking highly-educated people.

1610 mins Transax Sub-Plot Transax buyer calls for a chat about the wonders of technology, and to book a special 
meeting – over a nice lunch – for next week. 

1620 mins HR Consultants Sub-Plot Contact with your HR consultants. Pressure: "We need to know when or if this is going to 
happen so we can book time."

1630 mins John enters. "What's happening with this ShrubberWorld thing?  In two weeks, you've 
sold them two programmers. That's not where bonuses come from my friend! If it's 

gone cold, don't sit on it – tell me. I can put you on the WIMP radio account. There's 
pickin's for all over there. What's it gonna be?

In conversation he clues you in: "They're just nervous. (pushing the videophone 
forward) Find out what's eating them and fix it." (you get marked down for not having 

figured this out for yourself.

1640 mins ALLEVIATE RISK – with the CoD, CoP and stakeholders, find out what risks they are feeling and move them forward Phase label
1650 mins AV sequence. Musical Sting. General views of ShrubberWorld. Ending on . . . CoD's 

office/den.
Music mood: "stealthily calming. treading gently."  STINGLE

1660 mins Identify Ellicit perceived BUSINESS risks. Misidentify. Assume. Ignore. Technical Director: A reshuffle could jeapordise the systems transition
. . . XXXXX

Once the CoD has opened up, the others will talk too.

1670 mins Acknowledge Risk Trivialise or Deny. CEO feels the risk of reorganizing when the deadline is so tight. The trade-off between 
Tactical and Strategic issues. They've promised so much and they MUST deliver. Don't 

say: "Customers, eh? Who needs 'em? At least you'll have an org chart that makes 
sense."

1680 mins Achieve empathy and trust to ellicit PERSONAL RISK Detached approach. OR . . . Apply empathy/trust 
techniques in tactical/strategic area

1690 mins Bring up a risk that the client hadn’t thought of or worried 
about 

Hey CEO, are you worried an Organizational Survey will signal trouble in the company?

1710 mins Outline scenarios. Agree likelihoods. Discuss in vague terms. Fear of the unknown. Player can alleviate this by explaining interviews can take place without revealing the 
company project, and it would be emphasized to recruits that confidentiality 

agreements were always enforced. client may ask ‘What if we hire new people but still 
don’t make our critical deadline.’

Player can respond sensibly or e.g. ‘Better to have tried and failed than not 
tried….surely your investors will see that’. 

1720 Alleviate Make contingency plans. Protect downside. Treating a personal risk like a business risk Player should be assuring the HR Director to alleviate their personal risk, but says ‘Well, 
gaining a good manager can have more impact than losing an upset programmer’.   

1740 Treating a business risk like a personal risk CEO: Point out it's never a good time, but it's essential to the future of the company. 
Protect the tactical side. Draw out the strategic side. Don't give him a personal pep-talk.

1750 Try to resolve a risk which you can’t ??

1760 Reconfirm the risk has been alleviated Assume you’ve resolved the risk. Project Leaders are not convinced.
1770 Equip the person with whom you’ve alleviated the risk with the tools 

to deal with others who may share the risk
Programmers want more peers and have been promised these. Idea of more 

managers is distasteful, upsetting. Player can respond to HR Director but forget to 
explain to the original CoR how better project management will impact work flow and 

improve their work schedules.

1780 Misidentify who has which risk – alleviate the wrong 
person – or not with everyone who shares that risk. 

1790 1 COMMITMENT TO SOLUTION (DECISION)
1800

END DAY 11

CEO: I've talked to the others and we're going to go ahead with you. I'll put an instruction 
in writing tonight. Great!

You can suggest a planning meeting (hard-to-spot) OR just bask in the good news.

The client accepts a standard fee structure and there is no negotiation.

1810 5 ACHIEVE RESULTS – Plan and Implement your Solution Phase label
1820 DAY 12 – MORNING  Leigh Peller Offices AV sequence. Musical Sting. General views of Leigh Peller. JOHN holding up a piece of 

paper smiling. Happy crowd of colleagues. Applause.
note we've travelled from cubicle, to office, to CEO meeting-room, to large 

meeting room, with more people each time.
 STINGLE

1830 Stay Involved Maintain high involvement during the Results phase. Catch-up/continue with Sub-Plots:
1840 Get involved researching the next client JOHN brings you more MOBITECH background material which you can spend time 

reading. 
1850 Mobitech Sub-Plot You can call Mobitech. Your buyer is, as promised, on a walking holiday in Germany and 

Austria.
If you stray too far, Coach intercedes: "In this Diagnostic, we'd like to see 

how you follow through on the ShrubberWorld account. You'll have plenty of 
chance to help Mobitech in Simulation2".

1860 Transax Sub-Plot Transax call about lunch today (first booking, or to confirm). You can accept, or 
(better) try to find out what they want over the phone (see Event xxx)

1870 HR Consultants Sub-Plot.
You can pass the "order" to colleagues and assume all 

went well. Take your eye off the ball.

They call and congratulate you on the deal. Option to let them manage the account 
from here on in. Don't. Tell them you'll be working with the client on an implementation plan 

to make sure the promised value gets delivered. They ask for next step. You should 
propose a Planning Meeting with the client.

Near start, HR consultant hints that normally you would stay involved.
Possible loop here: You let them take-over. They mess it up. You resume 

control.
1880 ShrubberWorld You call them (if not, they call you) to set up Planning Meeting. Noon tomorrow.sfx: CLANG. That's a diary clash with the Transax lunch.

1890

END DAY 12

Prioritize Accounts Transax Sub-Plot to Transax buyer: "Can we do this lunch another time? Is there something I can help 
with over the phone?". Buyer: "What the heck? I was trying to be nice."  He's had a job 

review and been given a load of extra work ("The party's over"). He can't meet you any 
more and will simply email data and requirements in future. Would that make Transax 

eligible for a fee reduction?

1900 10 Implementation Plan Phase label
1910 DAY 13 – MORNING– ShrubberWorld Large Meeting Room AV Sequence. General Views of ShrubberWorld. Pens, coffee, flip chart. Project Leader 

& HR Director in their areas, "standing by" to be invited.
Angle on CEO + CoD + one of your HR consultants + flip-chart in Large Meeting Room.

CoD (to you): "Is there anyone else you want me to bring in here"
You can invite HR Director and Project Leaders.

If you don't, the CEO invites them anyway.

 STINGLE

1920 Stakeholders Identify secondary stakeholders, who weren't part of the buying 
decision but could affect the implementation.

Ignore stakeholders who could obstruct the 
implementation.

HR Director. Project Leaders. Can we do five people onscreen? If not, player go walkabout/videophone 
during? 

1930 Increase client ownership for implementation by getting them 
involved

Fail to uncover what different stakeholders’ requirements 
are

Player should speak with original CoR and his/her peers to discover which areas of 
project management cause them most problems. This will help identify the 

capabilities/skills required  to create the job spec for new manager/s.

1940 Give them a channel for feedback. Plan for predicted problems.Fail to anticipate and pre-empt potential issues Player should talk through with IT Dir. & HR Dir. implications of bringing in new manager – to 
get best benefit will imply looking at work flow and processes and as people dislike 

change they should anticipate some resistance. 

Transax tell you they'll order by computer in future. You're not needed.

1950 Expectations Collate promised value. Manage expectations. Try to deliver More, or Less, than you promised. Get 
drawn into scope creep.

Bullied into overdelivering.

1960 Implementation Plan
1970 Clearly agree what needs to happen If no plan: unmanaged implementation drifts.You take the blame for someone else's 

shortfall. 
1980 . . .  at your company assume your end needs no supervision Liaise with • The Consultants (who will conduct the org study. William and Theodore) • The 

Recruiters (who will find the new managers) • The HR services people (who will xxxx)1990  . . . and at the client end
2000 Clearly define ‘responsibility’ owners/doers on both sides Fail to involve right people at right time Involve teams in identifying skills involved in different tasks and how they interface etc. 

2010 Plan your involvement during implementation. (i.e. an Account 
Management Plan)

2020 Establish performance measures
2030 Establish time-frame
2040 10 Honeymoon Phase label
2050 DAY 13 – AFTERNOON – Leigh Peller Office AV SEQUENCE

Implementation1: Working fast, Leigh Peller consultants conduct the org study. 
Managers are interviewed. Job specs are drafted.

 STINGLE

2060 Stockpile goodwill in honeymoon phase. HR Consultants are in your office,whinging about something.
CoD calls on Videophone – very positive: The candidates are great. The new hierarchy 2070 Marshall resources at your company. Make sure they deliver. HR consultant leans into frame next to videophone: excuse me.

You should politely ask him to give you a second.
2080 Don't communicate with your own company. Fail to 

expedite your company's end of the deal.
Returning to the HR Consultants, you need to work constructively with them to get a 

good result.
The recruiting side is being slack – you will need to expedite them. If you play the CCV 

card, JOHN will support you.
2090 Pre-empt probs. Allow common teething probs to escalate. One of the stakeholders predicted possible problem XXX in the planning phase. You 

should pre-empt it now.

2100 END DAY 13
2110 10 Disenchantment Phase label
2120 DAY 14– Leigh Peller Office AV sequence. Implementation2: After a good start, problems arise.  STINGLE
2130 Recognise that the stakeholders change and so do their 

requirements. 
Don't acknowledge new stakeholders. Try to satisfy 

stakeholders who have left.
Some stakeholders get switched to new posts leaving a gap in information they were 

supposed to supply.
2140 TECHNICAL DIRECTOR on the videophone, goodwill falling fast. Work is halted. The new 

PLACEMENTS are struggling. Deadline danger. His office/den in the background is 
incredibly messy. (He's moving) If goodwill hits zero then . . . xxxxx.

2150 Problem XXX arises (if you didn't pre-empt it).
2160 Problem YYY is hinted at. You can nip it in the bud now, or not notice and suffer later.

2170 Track results, using hard, fair measures of Performance. Assume success. (Bad press unchallenged. Gain 
unappreciated)

Measures such as . . . You must spot shortfalls before the client does.

2180 Track costs as well as benefits?
2190 Dynamic plan. Stay up with changes Stick to Plan that becomes untenable One job, as specified, is proving unfillable. Your Recruitment People are doggedly 

persisting. You can intervene and agree with the HR Consultants and the Client to 
redefine that job.

2200 END DAY 14 Open channel for feedback Ignore stakeholders Stakeholders will alert you to problems and help you deal with them if you stay in friendly 
contact.

2210 10 Success
2220 DAY 15 – ShrubberWorld Office As the launch date draws nearer, the new candidates find their feet and ShrubberWorld 

begins to feel the benefit. The technical teams have to work hard, but organized 
workflows keep everyone sane. 

2230 You can easter-egg hunt for news of building success. Hard or soft measures, such 
as . . . xxxx.

2240 Write memos etc. naming names and citing performance measures. Else, success 
goes unnoticed, or others take the credit.

2250 Share success. Communicate measures and Kudos. Share good news with your contacts. Hard measures you have gathered score more 
goodwill.

email to contacts?

2260 5 Leverage Success Phase label
2270 AV Sequence + sound effects

Implementation3: ShrubberWorld are celebrating the site launch. A largish projector 
screen shows the new site. Staff gather around chatting and smiling. (Imparta people 

as extras) The CEO pours fruit juice for everyone. Carly and one of the new candidates 
shake hands. Even the cocktail snacks are cheesy.

The COD, smiling in his new tidy office (his plants have been re-potted to larger pots), 
pins up a graph titled "New Users" showing recent steep increases, and joins the party. 

Carly Brickman (CoR) leaves the centre of the group and walks over to you . . .

 STINGLE

2280 CoR CONVERSATION (party still behind):
Overall Goodwill (Average or Good) and Success (Average or Good) gives FOUR 

possible final conversation models.
In TWO of them, Carly's team were the stars of the re-launch and (thanks to the new 

structure) she has been promoted to xxxxx. 
In OTHER scenarios, HR Director has been tasked with  xxxxx to help solve problems 

that arose.
In both case, you have the chance successfullyto  lead the conversation to future 

needs and start a new Buying Cycle.

Did they ask you back? should allow the facilitator to broadly categorise the 
users.

2290 END DAY 15 AV sequence. ShrubberWorld exterior.
15 FEEDBACK 10

Well done, you  . . . Whoops, you . . .

Total minutes:




